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GENERAL - Technical Features
4WD (Four-wheel drive)
The full time 4WD system adopts viscous coupling
unit (VCU) as the differential limiting device for the

center differential of 4WD vehicle to achieve automatic and ideal distribution of engine torque to the
front and rear wheels.

Viscous coupling

r_
Engine

Viscous coupling (VCU) VP?
limited slip differential (OptIOn)

00P0031

interlock device) has been adopted to improve

A/T SAFETY-LOCK SYSTEM
JT safety-lock system (shift lock device and key

Key interlock device
safety*FN

Ignition key cylinder

Shift lock device
Selector handle

AIT control cable
._...

Shift lock cable

~

^.

_-
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AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE
GENERAL INFQRMATION

RzlBBAC

F4A22 automatic transaxles with different shift pattern are introduced to match engine output characteristics.
T h e s e F4A22 automatic transaxles are transaxles of KM1 70 Type II series and each is a two-mode
electronically controlled automatic transaxle with shift patterns of two modes.

SPECIFICATIONS
Items

Specifications

Transaxle model

-4A22-2-MPAl

Torque convertor
Me
Stall torque ratio

3element, 1 -stage, 2-phase with damper clutch
2.17

Transaxle
Type
Gear ratio
1 St
2nd
3rd
4th
Reverse
Primary reduction ratio
Differential gear ratio
Friction elements
Number of front clutch discs
Number of rear clutch discs
Number of end clutch discs
Number of low/reverse brake discs
Number of kickdown brake band
Control system
Manual control system
Shift pattern type
Solenoid yalve operation
Shift control (2)
Pressure control
Damper clutch control
Diagnosis
Indication method
Number of diagnosis items

l-speed forward, l-speed reverse
2.846
1.581
1 .ooo
3.685
2.176
1.125
3.611

V&N-D-2-L (lever type) with overdrive switch
Two-mode electronic-hydraulic control type
ON-OFF control
Duty control
Duty control
Indication with LEDs
24

Speedometer gear ratio

29136

ATF

MOPAR ATF PLUS (AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIOI \I
FLUID TYPE 7176VAutomatic Transmission Fluid
“DEXRON” or “DEXRON II”

Oil quantity

liter (qts.)

6.1 (6.4)

J
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FECTIONAL V I E W

Torque
converter

Low-reverse
brake
Converter housing

I

I

Pulse
aenerator
“A”

t.mw.+ 4,
.+rb-x
*i, pump rlulll
LI”LbII
I

I

/

I Rear clutch /

Klckdown

Planetan/
mm-r
.-Pa+
$JGcll JCL
/

Transfer
ifilnr mar

I

‘Rear cover

. Input shaft

.Transfer
drive gear

’ End clutch

Transfer
driven gear

II 81

:-I I

I

II II

f

IBII

\

\

I
Transfer shaft

Transaxle case

Kx!J\

K
\

\
Pulse generator “B”
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TRANSAXLE CONTROL

r-

The transaxle control is the cable-type floor-shift
system. Rubber is used at the installation parts of
the cable to prevent vibration, thus reducing the

amount of vibration transmitted to the vehicle
interior. In addition, A/T safety-lock system has been
used to prevent sudden start due to malfunction,

Vibration-prevention

: System
Vibration-prevention
Shift lever
assembly

Section A-A

Vibration-prevention
sponge protector
Transaxle control cable
OSAO152

Tra’nsaxle control cable

eaAc.,,*

--AC

AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE - A/T Safety-lock System
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4/T SAFETY-LOCK SYSTEM

RzsAAa

To prevent sudden start due to malfunction of
automatic transaxle vehicle, the following system
has been installed.

SHIFT LOCK DEVICE

KEY INTERLOCK DEVICE

It is so designed that unless the brake pedal is
depressed, the shift lever cannot be shifted from
the “P” position to any other position. In addition,
when the ignition key is in the LOCK position or is
removed from the lock, the, shift lever cannot be
shifted from the “P” position to other position even
if the brake pedal is depressed.

It is so designed that unless the shift lever is placed
in the “P” position, the ignition key does not turn to
the LOCK position.

KEY INTERLOCK DEVICE

SHIFT LOCK DEVICE

Shift lever

Transaxie control cable

\

c

Shift die

OQA0152

-_

7
!

-
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SHIFT LOCK DEVICE
When brake pedal is not depressed

When brake pedal is depressed

Brake pedal link mechanism

Detent pin
Shift lock pin

Brake

i

Inner cable

Shift lock cable
-JI

/I

Outer cable

\\

Shift loc&

OQAO155
-

Ret& spring

I
I

’!
I
I

The shift lock device consists of the brake pedal link
mechanism and the shift lock cable. When the brake
pedal is depressed, the shift lock pin combined in
one unit with the inner cable moves into the outer
cable. L
(1) Wheh brake pedal is not depressed
When the shift lever is in the “P” position and
the brake pedal is not depressed, the shift lever
cannot be operated into the position other than
the “P” position despite an effort to operate the
lever, because the shift lock pin combined with
the inner cable in one unit prevents the detent
pin movement, making it impossible to depress
the push button of the shift lever.
(2) When brake pedal is depressed
When the shift lever is in the “P” position and
the brake pedal is depressed from the released
state, the inner cable of the shift lock cable is
pulled by action of the brake pedal linkage. In
this case, the shift lock pin at the end of the
inner cable is also pulled and the detent pin is
released.

OBAOl53

Therefore, the shift lever can be shifted to the
positions other than the “P” position.
NOTE
Even if the brake pedal is depressed with the
ignition key in the LOCK position or the key
removed from the ignition lock, the selector
handle cannot be shifted to the positions other
than the “P” position. (Refer to (2) Key interlock)
(3) When shifting from positions other than “P”
position to “P” position
When shifting is made from the positions other
than “P” position to the “P” position, it is not
necessary to depress the brake pedal because
the detent pin moves to the “P” position while
pushing the shift lock pin. If the push buttotis
released, the detent pin moves to the
position (upward) and the return spring provided
in the outer cable returns the shift lock pin to the
state described in (1). This will fix the shift lever
in the “P” position.
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KEY INTERLOCK DEVICE
When shift lever is in “P” position

When shift lever is in positions
other than “P” position
KC position

LOCK

\

Hcjok

Projection of rotor

Hook

\ \

Lock

Detent pin

&m
09*0090

The key interlock device consists of the ignition key
cylinder, interlock cable and the lock cam installed
inside the selector handle. The lock cam is interlocked with the detent pin and their movement is
‘transmitted to the hook inside the ignition key
Q4inder through-the key interlock cable.
!l) Shift lever is in “P” position
a. When the shift lever is in the “P” position.
j..
the hook inside the ignition key cylinder is SO
i-.3
positioned that it does not interfere with the
’ .L.,
projection of the rotor. Therefore, the rotor
can turn freely, allowing the ignition key to
:‘be turned to the LOCK position and pulled
out there.
is, b. When the ignition key is turned to the LOCK
position or it is pulled out, the projection of
,- c.i ‘..
the rotor moves to the position where it
prevents the hook inside the key cylinder
from moving. Therefore, even if an effort is
made to depress the push button of the shift
lever, the lock cam prevents the detent pin
from moving and the shift lever cannot be
shifted to the positions other than the “P”
nnrit;nn

(2) When shift lever is in position other than “P”
position
When the shift lever is in the positions other
than the “P” position (for example. “N” position), the lock cam turns clockwise and held in
that .state as shown in (2) of the illustration.
Therefore, the key interlock cable is in a stroked
state, with the hook inside the ignition key
cylinder inserted in the notch made in the
projection of the rotor. Thus, even if it is
attempted to return the ignition key to the
“LOCK” position, the hook prevents the rotor
from turning and the ignition key can be turned
only up to the ACC position, making it impossible to pull out the key.

AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE - Torque Converter

TORQUE CONVERTER
Lock ring
I

h

,Impeller

Damper clutchB-.
Turbine .A

AStartor

A

When damper clutch is activated

/
F:ront cover

I

\

a

When damper clutch is

activated

Input shaft

175202

The torque-converter is composed of the impeller
(rear cover), turbine, stator, damper clutch, one-way
clutch, front cover, etc.
Furthermore. the torque-converter cannot be disassembled because the outer circumference of the
shell (front cover and rear cover) is sealed by
welding.
Because the torque-converter is coupled to the
engine’s crankshaft (via the drive plate). the shell
(front cover and impeller) always turns in the same
way when the engine is running.
As a result, the oil pump is also caused to rotate (by
the hub welded to the center part of the rear of the
shell) at the same speed as the engine.
The boss at the front part of the shell is inserted in
the hole at the rear part of the crankshaft. thus
providing support of the torque-converter.
A facing like that attached to the transaxle’s clutch
disc is attached to the damper clutch, and the
damper clutch and the turbine are connected by the
tabs (of the lock ring on the outer circumference of
the turbine shell) that fit into the groove on the outer
circumference of the damper clutch.
The torque-converter actuation hydraulic pressure,

at the damper clutch activation area, passes between the torque-converter’s hub and the reaction
shaft, and enters the torque-converter.
When this happens, the hydraulic pressure acts
upon the A part (between the damper clutch and the
turbine), with the result that the damper clutch is
pressed against the front cover, and the damper
clutch, with a slight slip (as described later) becomes connected.
In this manner, the amount of slippage of the
torque-convener is reduced, without a damper
spring, to far below at even the low-speed level,
thus making a practical improvement of fuel consumption.
At the damper clutch non-activation area, because
the torque-converter actuation hydraulic pressure
passes through the input shaft oil passage -1
enters the torque-converter from the B part &tween the damper clutch and the front cover). the
damper clutch moves away from the front cover,
thus releasing the damper clutch.
In this condition, operation is as an ordinary torqueconverter.

I,?+7

_-
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TRANSAXLE MECHANISM

fQlEMh

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

section

The power train is composed of the torque-converter
(which transfers the power from the engine to the transaxle)
and the shifting mechanism (which functions to provide the
most appropriate rotational speed).
The damper clutch is installed in the torque-converter section.
and functions to reduce the ainount of power loss resulting
from slippage of the torque-converter.
The shifting mechanism is composed of three sets of multipledisc type clutches, as well as one set each of a multiple-disc
type brake and band brake, and a one-way clutch and a
Ravigneaux-type planetary gear set. The three sets of clutches
are the elements for control of the input to the planetary gear
set, and the two sets of brakes and the one-way clutch are the
elements for holding each part of the planetary gear set, or for
obstructing rotation.
As a result of the operation on these elements, the shifting
ratio that corresponds to the driving conditions is obtained by
regulating from what point of the planetan/ gear set there will
be input, and where holding will be done.
Under what circumstances which elements will be activated is
as described in the table (“ELEMENT IN USE AT EACH
POSITION OF SELECTOR LEVER”) below.

I I

RS SP

175003

TC : Torqueconverter
DC : Damper clutch
Cl : Front
C2 : Rear clutch

clutch
W : End clutch

Bl. : Kickdown brake
82 : Low/reverse brake
OWC : One-way clutch
FS : Forward sun gear
RS : Reverse sun gear
SP : Short pinion
LP : Long pinion
AG

Planetan/
gear set

: Annulus gear

t

ELEMENT IN USE AT EACH POSITtON OF SELECTOR LEVER

Overdrive
control
switch

Gear
position

Gear
ratio

Engine
start

Parking
mechanism

P

Neutral

-

Possible

0

R

Reverse

2.176

N

Neutral

-

First

2.846

0

Second

1.581

l

Third

1 .ooo

Fourth

0.685

First

2.846

0

Second

1.581

l

Third

1 .ooo

First

2.846

0

Second

1.581

0

First

2.846

0

S ylele~r

position

D

ON
e

D

2
L

OFF

Clutches
Cl

c2

C3

Brakes
OWC

Bl 82

0

0

Possible

0

0

a
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
l

0
0
l
l
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SELECT PATTERN
Select pattern refers to the indication of transaxle
positions to be manually selected by the driver. This
transaxie is provided with 6 positions: P-R-N-D2-L. The following contains the explanations of the
function of each position selected.
P-Parking
(1) Each element does not operate at all. Therefore,
the engine output is not transmitted to the
output shaft.
(2) The output shaft is completely locked by mechanical means. Therefore, the vehicle does not
move in forward or reverse direction.
(3) The engine can be started.
R-Reverse
(1) The vehicle moves in reverse direction.
(2) The engine cannot be started.
N-Neutral
(1) The engine output is not transmitted to the
output shaft as in the case of “P”
(2) The engine can be started.
D-Drive
(1) Corresponding with the degree that the
accelerator pedal is pressed down (i.e. throttle
opening) and vehicle speed, “D” automatically
shifts between forward 4 speeds. Note, however,’ that the forward 3 speeds are selected when
the overdrive control switch is OFF. The automatic shifting (up or down) is performed according
to the shift pattern shown in the illustration on
page 2 l-30.
(2) Driving-off is always performed in 1st gear.
(3) Kickdown refers to the downshift that is performed if the accelerator pedal is pressed down

when the vehicle is running. in 2nd. 3rd or 4t,.
gear. It is performed when the load exceeds the
downshift point.
T h i s function IS useful when the driver is
accelerating to pass another vehicle.
(4) Engine brake does not function when the shift is
in 1st gear.
When
the vehicle is stopped, shifting is made to
(5)
the 2nd gear to minimize creep and vibration.
Upon starting, shifting is made to 1st gear.
S-Second
(1) “2” automatically shifts between 1st and 2nd
gears. This means no upshift to 3rd gear occurs.
(2) Driving-off is always performed in 1st gear.
(3) Downshift to 2nd or 3rd gear is performed by
selecting the “2” range while the vehicle is
running in 3,rd or 4th gear, when a speed lower
than the set value is reached.
(4) As in the case of the “D” range, engine brake
does not work when the shift is in 1st gear.
L-Lock-up
(1) While “L” (Lock-up) performs downshift from
2nd to 1st gear, it does not shift up the gear
from 1st to 2nd or 3rd. The enables what is_.
called “1st gear holding”.
(2) Driving-off is always performed in 1st gear.
Engine brake functions in the case of this 1st
.
gear.
(3) By selecting the “L” range while the vehicle is
running in the “0” or “2” range, downshift from
4th to 3rd, 3rd to 2nd, or 2nd to 1st is performed
when the vehicle reaches the respective speed
prescribed for each gear.

-.

-
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FRONT CLUTCH
Clutch plate ,
Check valve
Piston -

XHydraulic
pressure

Front clutch retainer -

-Snap ring
.

D-nng

‘Snap ring
(Selection)
1750213

ClUtCh

Front
IS ot t n e multtple alsc n/pe, ana IS
composed of a front clutch retainer, discs, plates,
and a piston. The front clutch is actuated when the
‘3 is in forward third or back gear. It conveys
&..rving force of the input shaft to the reverse sun
gear.

1 I.D.mm (in.)

I

66 (2.60)

POWER FLOW
Rear clutch retainer
Front clutch,

I

Input shaft

Rear clutch retainer

\

Klckdown drum
Reverse sun gear
/

Reverse sun gear

I
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REAR CLUTCH

Wave sprmg

Clutch reaction piate
Rear clutch retainer

Clutch pressure plate

1rao2l5

I
Rear clutch is of the multiple disc type, and is
composed of a rear clutch retainer, disc, plates, and
a piston. When the piston is actuated by the oil
pressure, the multiple disc clutch is connected,
conveying driving force from the input shaft to the
forward sun gear in the planetary gear set. The rear
clutch is always actuated when the shift is in first,
second and third gears.

I

Number of clutch discs

I

1 Number of clutch piates

1

I Number of reaction plates

I

I Number of pressure plates’
Piston

.3
2

I

1

Rear clutch

I

Input shaft

Rear clutch retainer

1

121 (4.761

I.D.mm (in.)

36 (1.42)

Rear clutch hub
Forward sun gear
,

Rear clutch

I-

O.D.mm (in.)

POWER FLOW
Rear clutch retainer

I

Rear clutch hub

Forward sun gear

1

I
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END CLUTCH
/clutch

plate

- P i s t o n
End clutch

retainer
(“7 Hydraulic
pressure

End clutch is of the multiple disc type and is installed at the rear
end of the input shaft. The clutch is actuated in the fourth gear
(overdrive) to transmit the power from the input shaft to the
planetary gear carrier.
Actually. the end clutch also operates during third gear, and this
is to maintain smooth up-shifting to fourth gear.
Number of clutch discs

3

Number of clutch plates

3

Number of reaction plates

1

Piston

O.D.mm (in.)

124 (4.88)

I.D.mm (in.)

29 (1.14)

I

POWER FLOW
End clutch

End clutch

I

Input shaft

End clutch retainer

End clutch shaft
a

Carrier

J

.-

I
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KICKDOWN BRAKE

/Kickdown band

r\\ I

Kickdown sleeve

- Kickdown servo
switch
;‘- Lock nut

Apply pressure (2nd pressure)
1 Release pre&re (3rd pressure)
I,

/

Anchor

--

1750219

The kickdown brake is a band type brake; it is
composed of a kickdown band, drum, kickdown
servo, switch and anchor.
When the 2nd pressure is admitted to the apply side
chamber of,kickdown servo cylinder, the kickdown

piston and rod moves toward the left, tightening the
brake band to hold the kickdown drum. As a result,
the reverse sun gear (interlocked with the kickdown
drum) is held. This brake functions during 2nd gear
and during overdrive.

AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE - Transaxle Mechanism
To

1750394
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The kickdown servo switch detects the position of the
kickdown piston just before the brake is applied, and sends the
signal to the transaxle control unit. Using this signal, the
transaxle control unit controls the 2nd pressure both before,
and during application of the brake. In the initial control stage or
until just before the kickdown brake is applied, a higher 2nd
pressure is supplied to the kickdown servo SO that the
kickdown piston can move quickly for faSter response to the
kickdown condition that has been initiated. In the second
control stage or while the brake is being applied, the 2nd
pressure is regulated at an optimum level SO that the band is
tightened on the drum the proper amount for good kickdown
“feeling.”

ilOLDING DRUM WITH KICKDOWN BRAKE

Y$
,
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LOW-REVERSE. BRAKE

Center support

Piston

Hydraulic pressure.

1750221

Low-Reverse brake is of the multiple disc type and
is composed of a center support, disc, plates, and a
piston. The brake operates when the shift is in 1st
gear in the “L” range or back gear. It fastens the
carrier in the planetary gear set. That is, the shafts of
the long and short pinions are fastened.

HOLDING CARRIER WITH LOW-REVERSE BRAKE
Low-Reverse brake

r

Low-Reverse brake

i
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ONE-WAY CLUTCH
I ’

Long pinion
Carrier

Input
(Planetary gear carrier)

output
Held
stationary
sun gear

170207
170320

One-way clutch is of the sprag type and is incorporated between the pinion carrier and the center
support.
In 1st gear (D or 2 range), the long pinion rotates
clockwise as viewed in’the direction of arrow P. This
produces a force which has the tendency to cause
the carrier to rotate counterclockwise, but the
carrier is blocked from rotating in that direction by
the one-way clutch. As a result. the long pinion
transmits its force to the annulus gear.
The carrier, which is coupled with the one-way

clutch outer race, is free to turn in clockwise
direction. In an engine braking condition under
which the annulus gear is turned first. the carrier
turns clockwise freely and, therefore, the engine
braking effect is not obtained.
I
26
Number of sprags
Width of clutch

mm (in.)

18.3 (720)

HOLDING CARRIER WITH ONE-WAY CLUTCH

P
On-y clutch

0

Carrier

I

\
l7so223
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PLANETARY GEAR
-..,

Reverse sun gear
Carrier

\

‘~

~,.~.“.,

ParkIng sprag

\
I
\
i

\

Outer race .-

End clutch shaft

Low/reverse brake’s hub

Short pmlon
17502L

The planetary gear set incorporated in thus transaxle
is of the Ravigne’aux-type, and consists of a forward
sun gear, a reverse sun gear, a short prnion. a long
pinion, a carrier to support both pinions, and an
annulus gear.
The reverse sun gear is connected to the front
clutch retainer via the kickdown drum, while the
forward sun gear is connected to the rear clutch
hub.
The carrier is built in one unit with the low reverse
brake’s hub and the outer race of the one-way
clutch. The carrier is connected to the end clutch via
the end clutch shaft.
T h e annulus gear, to which the output flange is

connected, conveys driving force to the transfer
drive gear installed on the output flange. And the
parking sprag is provided on the outer circumference of the annulus gear.

I

Number of forward sun gear teeth

26

Number of reverse sun gear teeth

3

Number of short pinron teeth

I

4

22

1

74

1
-’

Number of long pinion -teeth
c

Number of annulus gear teeth
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POWER FLOW
T GEAR (“D” and ‘2” ranges)
Short Dinion

Carrier

I

Forward sun gear

iransfer
drive gear

I

Rear clutch

One-way clutch

Ann&s gear
I
Long pinion

-1

, Idler gear

Transfer
* driven gear
17!50057

rear clutch is actuated when the shift is in 1 st gear in the
“D”. “2” or “L” range, driving force is transmitted to the forward sun
gear which rotates in the clockwise direction.

I

Therefore, torque is conveyed from the forward sun gear through the
short pinion (counterclockwise) and the long pinion (clockwise) to the
annulus gear (clockwise) to achieve the reduction ratio of 1 st gear.

Since the long pinion’s shaft (that is, the carrier) tries to turn
counterclockwise at this time, the one-way clutch prevents this to
provide for a sufficient amount of driving force to be transmitted to
the annulus gear.
/

.

,

This means that, because the carrier can turn clockwise, engine brake
does not function when the shift is in 1 st gear in the “D” or the “2”
range.

_____--._-
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1ST GEAR (“L” range)
Low/Reverse brake
Short pinion
I

Carrier
I
Forward sun gear

Annulus gear
Rear clutch
ODeratina elements:
I
&ear
. .--. clkch
_.-__.
*Low-Reverse brake 1

Long pinion

I

\
\

>
P
1750058

.

When the shift is in 1st gear in the “L” range, the low reverse brake is
actuated to fasten the planetan/ gear carrier, so that the gear does not
turn in either direction.

This means that engine brake works when the shift is in 1 st gear in
the “L” range.
c

NOTE
The power flow in 1 st gear in the “L” range is the same as it is in 1 st gear
in the “D” and “2” ranges.

AUTOMATIC TRANSAXLE - Transaxle Mechanism
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2ND’ GEAR

Kickdown brake
I
//LT.//. , ,’1.
.‘,,i. :

Rear clutch

Shon pinion
\
,; :.:‘.

/

,.‘,

Long pinion
/
Reverse sun gear

Forward sun gear

\

/

Annulus gear

fharatinn damants:

Wickdown brake
-, IWI WUIUI I

I

Since the rear clutch and the kickdown brake are actuated when the
shift is in 2nd gear in the “0” or the “2” range, driving force is
transmitted to the forward sun gear which rotates in the clockwise
direction,

.

Therefore, torque is conveyed from the forward sun gear through the
short and long pinions to the annulus gear, as in the case of 1 st gear.

c
--

However, since the reverse sun gear is fastened by in the case of 2nd
gear, the long pinion “walks” on the reverse sun gear in the direction
of arrow (A), causing the annulus gear to rotate faster (or more) than
in the case of 1 st gear in proportion to the length that the long pinion
has “walked”.

The reduction ratio of 2nd gear is achieved in this way.

--

-
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3RD GEAR
Forward ,sun gear

I

End clutch

, Carrier

Front clutch
Reverse An gear

17soo60

,

When the shift is in 3rd gear in the “D” range, the rear clutch and the
front clutch are actuated. and other elements are all released.

Therefore, driving force is transmitted from the forward sun gear and
the reverse sun gear.

Since the short and long pinions rotate in the same direction, they are
placed under a locked condition, causing the planetary gear set to
rotate as one unit.
l

This means that the engine rotation is directly connected, setting the
ratio between the input to and output from the planetary gear set to
1 : 1. The reduction ratio of 3rd gear is achieved in this way.

&

Note that the end clutch is aotuated to provide for smooth shift
change to 4th gear.
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‘EAR (Overdrive)
Kickdown brake
Long pinion

Carrter
End clutch

Reverse sun gear

AnLlus gear

175006l

When the shift is in 4th gear, the end clutch and the kickdown brake
are actuated, and driving force is transmitted from the input shaft
through to the planetary gear set to drive the annulus gear (the output
flange) via the long pinion.

1

Since the reverse sun gear is fastened at this time, the long pinion
iotates whie revolving on the reverse sun gear in the same direction
a?ihe carrier.

The annulus gear rotates more (Or faster) than in the case of 3rd gear
in proportion to the rotation of the long pinion. The gear ratio of
overdrive is achieved in this way.
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RNERSE
Low/Reverse brake
\

I

Front clutch

I

Reverse sun gear

Long pinion
I

I
Annulus

l

I
*

-1

When the shift is in reverse.gear, driving force is transmitted to the
reverse sun gear because the front clutch is actuated.

And the low reverse brake is also actuated, fastening the planetan/
gear set carrier. This means that the driving force is conveyed from
the reverse sun gear (clockwise) through the long pinion (counterclockwise) to the annulus gear (counterclockwise).

-

~~_~

Since the carrier is fastened at this time, the long pinion’s
fixed, causing the long pinion to function as an idler gear. The
counterclockwise rotation and reduction ratio of back gear are
obtained
in this way.
/
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PARKING MECHANISM

rking sprag (Annulus gear)

Detent plate
Wanual control shaft)

Detent ball

17ooo7

When the shift is in the “P” range, the parking pawl
engages with the parking sprag provided on outer
circumference of the annulus gear to fasten the
output shaft, preventing wheels from rotating. In
other words, when the selector lever is set to the
“P” range, the detent plate and the parking sprag
rod move in the direction of arrow, causing the cam
on the parking sprag rod to push up the parking paw1
to engage with the sprag.
In case the parking paw1 collides against a crest of
the sprag, only the rod moves because the parking

paw1 cannot be moved upward, and the cam, while
pressing the spring, collides with the parking paw1
and the suppon, and is withheld in this condition. If
the vehicle is moved even slightly in this condition,
the turning of wheels causes the annulus gear to
turn as well. Since the cam is pressed in the
direction of arrow, the parking pawl is pushed up as
a bottom of the sprag aligns with the parking sprag
to engage with the sprag.
In this way, the parking mechanism eliminates any
chances of the vehicle from being idly moved.
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START SAFETY MECHANISM

-Inhibitor switch

Manual control lever

Connector

-7

DN

‘,T,i \ !
\
‘\FlI(

R
I

,p

L
/

1750253
1750149

The start safety mechanism ensures the safety
during the engine starting operation. When the
selector tever is in the position other than “P” or
“N”, the electrical circuit for starting the engine is
kept in the OFF state by the inhibitor switch.
Therefore, the engine does not start even if the
ignition switch is turned to the “START” position.
Inhibitor switch is installed on the transaxle case
located at the upper end of the manual control shaft
and is interlocked with the manual control lever. By
shifting the selector to the “P” or “N” range, the
electrical circuit inside the inhibitor switch is connected to form the ignition circuit with which the
engine can be started. When the shift is in the “R”
range, the backup light lights up as the backup light
circuit is energized.
The inhibitor switch, in addition to the start safety
device, ‘also includes a circuit for detection of the
selector lever position, for sending signals to the
transaxle control unit.

Internal Connection in the inhibitor Switch
,
Teh;ina’ P R N D

2

L

Connected circuits

1

01 1 Transaxle control unit

0

Transaxle control unit
Transaxle control unit
Ignition switch “ON”
terminal

0 0 0 0

6 Transaxle control unit

I

0
7

)

161

I I I I

)

Transaxle control unit
1

I

(

1

I I

Transaxle control unit
ignition switch “ST”
terminal
Starter motor “S”
terminal

10

Ignition switch “ON”
terminal
Backup light

I
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
1

I i

Pulse oenerator A

I11

Hydraulic-pressure
control mechanism
Dan . . . .
control solenola
valve

Pressure control
solenoid valve
Shift cOntrOi
solenoid valve

r-7

Electronic control-

i

1

Diagnosis
connector

r

The transaxle control system is composed of
various type of sensors, the transaxle control unit.
and the hydraulic control device, and it functions for
(1) damper clutch control, (2) shift pattern Control.
and (3) hydraulic control, during shifting.
%, In other words, data signals received from the
.$ various sensors enable the driving conditions to be
Jsj.
q’
74
:i.&
f’

detected, and, based upon the preset damper clutch
engaging range, shift pattern and hydraulic pattern,
the damper clutch control solenoid valve, the shift
Control solenoid valve and the pressure control
solenoid valve are driven, which assures that a good
“feeling” during shifting is maintained.
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ELECTRONIC CONTROL DEVICE
DAMPER CLUTCH CONTROL
The damper clutch is engaged or disengaged
according to the “map” stored in the transaxle
control unit.
This map is composed as the parameters of the
vehicle speed and the degree of throttle opening,
and somewhat approximates, in the main, the
diagram below.
When the control unit detects, as a result of the
signals from the sensor, that both throttle opening
and vehicle speed have reached the damper clutch
activation area, duty control of the damper clutch
control solenoid valve is activated, thereby activating the damper clutch.
The damper clutch is regulated so that it slips
slightly, although it is possible to increase the

amount of slippage by duty signals from the control
unit. The control unit functions to calculate the
amount of slippage, and performs duty control so
that the amount becomes close to the target
amount of slippage (as set beforehand).
The relationship between the hydraulic-pressure
circuit and the damper clutch control solenoid valve
is described in the later section concerning the
hydraulic control system; please refer to page
21-59.
For detailed information concerning duty ,control,
this is described in the later section concerning the
hydraulic pressure control during shifting; please
refer to page 21-45

Damper clutch activation conditions
1. Shift range: 2nd to 4th gear
2. Oil temperature: 60°C (l4oOF) or higher
3. Not a sudden downshift

IOC
,
Damper clutch activation area

Vehicle speed
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“YIR PAllERN CONTROL
,e gear shifting sequence is performed as follows:
(1) The transaxle control unit stores two types of
shift patterns, namely the power pattern and the
economy pattern in its internal memory.
The driver selects either of the two shift
patterns by using the power/economy select
switch, which determines the shift pattern that
is to be used.
While the transaxle is cold [oil temperature is

20°C (68°F) or lower], the economy pattern is
used exclusively.
(2) The transaxle control unit monitors the throttle
position sensor output (which detects the degree that the throttle valve is open) and the
pulse generator B output (which detects output
shaft speed) and when it determines that the
shift line of the shift pattern has been crossed, it
issues a shift command.

Shift Pattern
POWER pattern

i

0
1
0

Lr
;
..

II I (I

I -L\LI
1

- --‘-0
I
I

I

2000

1000
50

I

I

3000
4000
Output shaft speed (rpml
I
100
Vehicle s p e e d (km/h)

I

5

0

0

0

6000
I

150
1750473

_-..
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ECONOMY pattern

Output shaft speed (rpm)
100
Vehicle speed (km/h)
1750471

(3) The transaxle control unit provides on/off control
of the “A” and “B” shift controt solenoid valves
corresponding to the gear shifting sequence.
The combination of on/off states of the “A” and
“B” shift control solenoid valves in each gear is
shown in the table below.

c

Shift control solenoid val.
A
1st gear

l

O

6
N

O

N

2nd gear

OFF

ON

3rd gear

OFF

OFF

4th gear

ON

OFF

‘4) Once the operation is step (2) is completed, the
hydraulic control device functions by hydraulic
pressure force to change the state of the
clutches and brakes to accomplish the gear
shifting.
minimize the shock that would
otherwise be produced during gear shifting,
hydraulic pressure is controlled during the gear
shifting period by the “duty control” of the
pressure control solenoid valve. The duty control
is explained later.
‘HYDRAULIC PRESSURE CONTROL DURING

To

SHFIING
(1) The hydraulic pressure that functions during
gear shifting to engage the clutches and apply
the brakes is regulated by the pressure control
valve, The hydraulic pressure that works on the
pressure control valve is further regulated by the
pressure control solenoid valve which functions
under the control of the transaxle control unit.
The transaxle control unit controls the solenoid
valve through the duty control, thus providing
appropriate regulation of the hydraulic pressure.

tH

(2) The transaxle control unit decides the timing of

the gear shifting period (during which ‘it performs hydraulic pressure control for gear shifting) according to the change in the kickdown
drum rotating speed that it detects. The unit
identifies the time just before the kickdown
brake is applied and uses that as the timing for
initiating control of the hydraulic pressure which
is to be applied to the kickdown brake.
(3) When the transaxle is cold, the fluid viscosity is
high, causing slower oil pressure response. in
such conditions, the transaxle control unit provides a correction for the oil pressure by
changing the control duty of the pressure control
solenoid valve.
This control is performed when the fluid temperatures as indicated by the oil temperature
sensor is lower than 60°C (140°F).
(4) After the engine has been started and the
vehicle is in motion, the transaxle control unit
continues to refine its performance for smoothest possible gear shifting.

Figure B

- Duty(%)
1750066

1750067

The transaxle control unit outputs the pressure
control solenoid valve drive pulses as shown in
Figure A. These pulses drive the pressure
solenoid valve at a frequency of 35Hz (one Cycle
period T = 28.6 ms). Change in hydraulic pressure
achieved by changing the pulse duration “t”. Such a
method of control is called “duty control” in the
sense that the more the duty or the pulse duration
“t” is, the lower the hydraulic pressure becomes
(Figure B).
Duty: The ratio of the power supply duration “t” to

one cycle period T (28.6 ms), expressed in a
percentage, as obtained by the following
formula:
Duty = t/-r x 1 0 0

Duty Control

COrmI
iS

In Figure A, Vp and tp represent the voltage and
time at which the solenoid valve is over-excited for
rapid valve operation, while V,, and t+., reprethe v,oltage and the time at which the solenoid
Valve is maintained in an excited state.

more
Sent

---
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Gear Shift Operation (3rd to 4th)
Figure A

II

CI

I
I

c

Time (sec.) f
FigureB

i,
I

While the vehicle is being drive in 3rd gear, the gear ratio is I :
1; that is, the torque converter turbine rotating speed, i.e. the
input shaft rotating speed (NT), the kickdown drum rotating
speed (No) and the transfer drive gear rotating speed (No) are
all the same.
Let us explain the 3rd to 4th gear shift at this point, as it is easy
to understand.
In Figure A, the single horizontal line extending to the point in
time “c” indicates the rotating speeds No, NT and No when
driving in 3rd gear. It shows that they are all the same in this
situation. If the vehicle accelerates at point “C”, both No and
NT begin to decrease.
The shift from 3rd to 4th, as expressed in other terms, means
that the front clutch and rear clutch are both released, and the
kickdown brake is applied. Here, let’s discuss the behavior of
the kickdown brake whose operation is detectable electrically.
When the kickdown brake begins to be applied the kickdown
drum rotating speed gradually decrease and becomes zero
when it is completely tightened. The transaxle control unit
identifies the period from the time the kickdown rotating speed
begins to decrease to the time when it becomes zero as the
gear shifting period.
Next, let’s talk about the hydraulic pressure control performed
by the pressure control solenoid valve by referring to Figure B.
The point “a” is the time ‘when a signal is sent from tbg
transaxle control unit to the shift control solenoid vi
instructing the valve to start the pressure control operation tor
gear shifting.
In response to the signal, the shift control valve operates to
create the 4th speed pressure and causes the kickdown brake
to begin its operation. The kickdown servo switch contacts,
which have been closed, open just before the brake begins to
be applied. This point of time is represented by “b” in the
figure. Using this kickdown servo switch contact open signal,
the transaxle control unit begins the duty control of the
pressure control solenoid valve.
The duty at the point “b” is determined with reference to the
throttle valve opening, so that the gear shifting can be
completed smoothly without shock.
At the same time when application of the kickdown brake
starts at point “c”, the hydraulic pressure acting on the brake
begins increasing by.degrees (i.e. duty is decreased) to tighten
the kickdown drum. Once the brake is totally applied, the drum
stops rotating at point “d”.
On detection of the stopping of the drum, the transaxle control
unit gives order to maintain the hydraulic pressure at a
maximum.
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TFWNSAXLE CONTROL UNIT
The transaxle control unit functions, based upon the data
signals from the various sensors, to drive the shift control
solenoid valves “A” and “B”, and the pressure control solenoid
valve, and to make shifting pattern control and hydraulic
pressure control during shifting.
The transaxle control unit is installed within the passenger
compartment, at the lower part of the heater unit.
Connections of the transaxle control unit’s terminals” and
sensors with the drive devices are as described below.

17504

Terminal No.

Terminal No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Diagnosis control
Overdrive control switch
Inhibitor switch e R U
Inhibitor switch “D”
Inhibitor switch “L”
Damper clutch control solenoid valve
Shift control solenoid valve “B”
Accelerator switch

17

-

18
19
20

Ignition pulse signal
Diagnosis output
Air conditioner relay signal

Power/Economy select switch
Ground
Power supply
Inhibitor switch “P”
Inhibitor switch “N”
inhibitor switch “2”
Pressure control solenoid valve
Shift control solenoid valve “A”

51
52
53
54
55
56
57

58
59
60
61
62
63

Pulse generator “A”
Pulse generator “B”
Sensor ground
Power supply (for sensor)
Power supply (for backup)
Pulse generator “A”
Pulse generator “B”
Kickdown servo switch
Throttle position sensor output
Vehicle speed sensor
Oil temperature sensor
Ground

r

ACCELERATOR SWITCH
The accelerator switch is installed on the upper portion of the
accelerator pedal.
The accelerator switch closes its contacts when the accelerator is totally closed (or the accelerator pedal is completely
reieasedj‘and sends on ON signal to the transaxle control unit.
When the accelerator is depressed, it send an OFF signal to the
transaxle control unit. Whiie the switch is kept ON, for example
when the vehicle is stationary with the accelerator pedal
completely released, the vehicle remains in 2nd gear, but if the
accelerator pedal is depressed sending the accelerator switch
OFF signal to the transaxle control unit, the unit sends a signal
to the shift control solenoid valve instructing it to cause a
downshift to 1 st, thereby producing maximum acceleration.
When the vehicle is stationary, the gear is kept in the .2nd,
which produces an adequate creeping force and also de-.
creases vibrations.
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PULSE GENERATORS
The pulse generators are installed on the top of the transaxle.
The pulse generator “A” generates pulses by holes provided
on the outer circumference of the kickdown drum. The pulse
generator “B” generates pulses by the transfer driven gear
according to the number of gear teeth. The pulses are picked
up by the coil and fed to the transaxle control unit.
Using these pulses, the transaxle control unit determines the
kickdown drum and transfer driven gear rotating speeds, on the
basis of which the control unit makes the shift pattern control
and the hydraulic pressure control during gear shifting.

Pulse

O-ring

Pulse

View A

Transfer
driven
gear

I - 2 : Pulse generator A
3 - 4 : Pulse generator B

1750002

Gear position
Pulse

Output pulse waveform

Change in waveform

1 St
V P-P

Tcerator-F

The‘frequency and the peak-to-peak voltage
increase as the rotating speed increases.

1750069

2nd

No pulse

No pulse is generated as the kickdown drum
is held stationary.

3rd
V F+P

The frequency and the peak-to-peak voltage
Increase as the rotating speed increases.

175oc69

4th

Pulse

generator
‘B”

1st
through
4th

No pulse

-1 VP-P

No pulse is generated as the kickdown drum
is held stationary.

The frequency and the peak-to-peak volt6
increase as the vehicle speed increases.

’
I

.-
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THROmE POSITION SENSOR
The throttle position SenSOr is installed on the throttle body.
The throttle position sensor Of variable resistor type senses the
throttle valve opening.
As the throttle shaft turns, the resistance i.e. output voltage of
throttle position sensor changes. This throttle position sensor
output voltage is input to the transaxle control unit to compute
the throttle opening.
The throttle position sensor output voltage can be adjusted by
turning the throttle position sensor body.
Throttle position sensor output characteristics
5
Transaxle
control unit

60

1
0’

Eel
17!au72

’
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 82
Totally Throttle valve opening (degrees) Totally
opened
closed

7FUO75

KICKDOWN SERVO SWITCH
The adjust sleeve and the retainer constitute the contacts of
the kickdown servo switch. The switch detects the position of
the kickdown piston just before the kickdown brake is applied,
and sends the signal to the transaxle control unit.
When the kickdown servo is not in operation, the switch
contacts are kept closed.
When the hydraulic pressure is applied to the kickdown servo
and the piston is operated, the’adjust sleeve separates from
the retainer, turning off the. switch.
Using the kickdown servo switch OFF signal as its standard,
thetransaxle control unit controls the 2nd pressure before, and
during application of the brake by actuating the pressure
control solenoid valve.

OVERDRIVE CONTROL SWITCH
When the overdrive control switch is ON, operation is as a
O-speed automatic transaxle.
When the overdrive control switch is OFF, the indicator light
(within the combination meter) is illuminated, and operation is
as a 3-speed automatic transaxle.

control switch
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Vehicle
sensor

speed

VEHICLE-SPEED SENSOR
The vehicle-speed sensor is the transistor open collector type;
it generates pulse signals (four pulse signals for each rotation
of the gear) that are proportional to the rotational speed of the
transaxle’s output gear (and therefore proportional to the
vehicle speed) and sends these signals to the transaxle control
unit. This sensor is installed in the speedometer.

AIR CONDlTlONER RELAY
In order to adjust the improper correspondence between the
engine output and throttle valve opening that is caused by an
air conditioner load, the transaxle control unit corrects the
solenoid drive duty when an on-signal from the air conditioner
relay is detected.

OIL TEMPERATURE SENSOR
The oil temperature sensor is of the thermister type, an+
senses the automatic transaxle fluid temperature.
Using the signal from this sensor, the transaxle control unit
corrects the solenoid drive duty when the transaxle is cold.
The sensor output characteristics areindicated on the graph at
the left.

Terminal voltage (VI
1
5

0

Fluid
\*
temperature
80
20
PCI 1750409

POWER/ECONOMY SELECT SWITCH
This switch permits the driver to intentionally select either shift
pattern.
The power pattern is designed for use when high power ‘*
needed, when driving on mountain roads, or when acceleratirl,
to pass other vehicles at high speed.
The economy pattern is designed for ordinan/ driving. lt
provides good fuel economy and quiet operating conditions.
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F”“.-SAFE SYSTEM
7, _ transaxle control unit has a fail-safe function
that provides control to achieve maximum vehicle

safety in the event of an electronic circuit failure or
malfunction, or error caused by the driver. The
control and construction are as described below.
(1) The circuit that supplies hydraulic pressure to
the function elements that don’t couple simultaneously is composed of a switching valve
device that cannot supply hydraulic pressure
simultaneouslv so that there IS no ‘internal
locking of the gear train.

while the vehicle is moving forward at a speed
of 7 km/h (4.3 mph) or higher, the hydraulic
pressure to the low-reverse brake is electrically
interrupted SO that the shift cannot be made. As
a result, there is, unlike previously, no damage
to the transaxle and no engine stall.
(3) In case the transaxle control unit detects any of
the following states, it considers that. particular
state a “failure” and provides control (Locked in
3rd gear or 2nd gear; reverse is available)
depending on the item considered a failure.

(2) Even if there is an attempted shift to Fi (reverse)

I

Output code

No.
r-

Item
I

Display pattern

16

12Ao104

Remarks
(Relationship to the
self diagnosis function)

Microprocessor failure

Locked in 3rd gear

When code No. 31 has occurred 4 or more times.

1 st gear commanded
when driving at high
speed

Locked in 3rd (D)
or 2nd (2, L) gear

When code No. 32 has occur-

Open circuit in pulse
generator B

Locked in 3rd (D)
or 2nd (2, L) gear

When code No. 33 has occur-

Open or short circuit in
shift control solenoid
valve A

Locked in 3rd gear

When code No. 41 or 42 has
occurred 4 or more times.

Open or short circuit in
shift control solenoid
valve B

Locked in 3rd gear

When code No. 43 or 44 has
occurred 4 or more times.

Open or short circuit in
pressure control solenoid valve

Locked in 3rd (DI
or 2nd (2, L) gear

When code No. 45 or 46 has
occurred 4 or more times.

Locked in 3rd (D)

When code No. 51,52,53 or
54 has occurred 4 or more
times

Gear shifting out of synchronization

-

Fail-safe

or 2nd (2, L) gear

red 4 or more times.

red 4 or more times.
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SELF-DIAGNOStS SYSTEM
The transaxle control unit has self-diagnosis function. Selfdiagnosis codes can be read by connecting a voltmeter to the
diagnosis connector on the side of the junction block.

0: Ground
6%: ELC-MIT

Self-diagnosis
There are 25 diagnosis items, including those items
indicating normal conditions; a maximum of 10
items can be stored in memory in the order that
they occur. The memory is supported by a power
supply directly connected to the battery so that it is

r

Output code

No.

T

retained even after the Ignition switch is turned to
the off position.
To clear the memory once an inspection has been
completed. keep negative (-) terminal of the
battery disconnected for 10 seconds or longer.

Diagnosis item

Remarks

Display pattern
Normal

23

garded as 2.5 V.

Abnormal decrease of throttle position
sensor output

Once this occurs, output is regarded as 2.5 V

Poor adjustment of throttle position sensor

Open circuit in oil temperature sensor
24

Once this occurs, output is re-

Abnormal increases of throttle position
sensor output

Once this occurs, oil temperature is
regarded as 80°C (176°F).
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Output code

No.
25

Diagnosis item

Remarks

Display pattern
Open circuit or poor contact in kickdown
servo switch

IJLluuul~

Short circuit in kickdown servo switch
26
-

u1n
CIaD; circuit in ignition pulse pickup

27
28

U1
UI

Short circuit in accelerator switch or poor
adjustment

12A0107

Computer fault

Fail-safe item

1 st gear commanded when driving at
high speed

Fail-safe item

Open circuit in pulse generator B

Fail-safe item

Open circuit in shift control solenoid
valve A

Fail-safe item

Short circuit in shift control solenoid
valve A

Fail-safe item

Open circuit in shift control solenoid
valve B

Fail-safe item

Short circuit in shift control solenoid
valve B

Fail-safe item

uu-ln

31

22
-

II u Lnn

33
41

42
43

n

UUULM
UULJM
u I I LJM

12A0105

-
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Output code
Remarks

Diagnosis item
JO.

Display pattern
Open circuit in pressure control solenoid

a5

nnnn

valve
Short circuit in pressure control solenoid

46

m

Fail-safe item

Fail-safe item

valve

12A0105

Damaged or disconnected wiring of the
damper clutch control solenoid valve
47

nnru7_nnnnnnn

48 m

49

51

Duty control is stopped after
generation.

Short-circuit of the damper clutch control
solenord v a l v e

Duty control is stopped after
generation.

Malfunction of the damper clutch control
system

Duty control is stopped after
generation.

1 st gear out of synchronization

Fail-safe item

2nd gear out of synchronization

Fail-safe item

J-

n

l

52
n

53

54

3rd gear out of synchronization

Fail-safe item

4th gear out of synchronization

Fail-safe item

m

uuum
12Ao106
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HYDRAULIC CONTROL SYSTEM
The hydraulic control system consists of an oil pump which
generates hydraulic pressure for the system, and valves and
solenoid valves to control the pressure or switch the oil
passages. The valves and solenoid valves are all built in the
valve body.

OIL PUMP
Reaction shaft
support

Bushing

Oil pump generates the pressure for supplying oil to the torque
converter, for lubricating frictional parts of the planetary gear
set and the overrunning clutch, etc., and for activating the
hydraulic control system.
The pump is of the inner-teeth engaging involute gear type. It
always generates the oil pressure when the engine is running
since the drive gear is driven by 2 pawls of the pump drive hub
welded at the center of the torque converter shell.

-
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REGULATOR VALVE

To torque convener
control valve
t
To shift control valve,
pressure control valve
and N-D control valve
(in “D”. ” 2” or “L” range)

“D”. “2” or “L” range)

Oil filter

To N-R control valve
(in “R” range)

1
I
Line relief valve

l

Oil pan

!I

1750076

I!

This valve regulates the hydraulic pressure generated by the oil
pump to a hydraulic pressure corresponding to the regulator
valve spring force. The pressure so regulated is called the line
pressure.
Selector Lever in ‘N”, “D”, “2” or “L”

! To torque convener
‘I: control valve

IL
I

Line pressure Pump
(from oil pump) suction

Li Ae
prest$$)7,

The hydraulic pressure from the oil pump is directed to the
regulator valve through the No. 1 line. After passing through the
regulator valve, hydraulic pressure is directed to the torque
converter via the torque converter control valve. Also, at the
same time, the pressure from the No. 1 line is directed to the
manual valve and then to the chamber (A) at the right end of the
regulator valve through the No. 4 port. The pressure directed to
the chamber (A) acts on the regulator valve against the
regualtor valve spring force and shifts the valve to regulate the
line pressure.
When the engine speed, and in turn, the oil pump spe
becomes higher, the hydraulic pressure increases. This aI%
increases the hydraulic pressure directed to the chamber (A).
The increased chamber (A) pressure forces the regulator valve
toward the left, overcoming the spring force. At this point the
No.3 port leading to the torque converter is opened wide+
which allows more fluid to flow to the torque converter.
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If the hydraulic pressure increases even more, the regulator
valve is forced further leftward and the No. 2 port opens. In this
state, the fluid flows through the port toward the suction side
of the pump and the line pressure is released. When the line
pressure drops, the chamber (A) pressure also drops, and the
regulator valve is forced back toward the right by the spring
force, closing the No.2 port. Through this cyclical operation of
the regulator valve, the line pressure is maintained at a
constant tevel.
The line relief valve provided in the No. 1 tine opens if the line
pressure becomes so high that the regulator valve cannot deal
with it. In this way, the hydraulic circuit is protected.
. To torque convert,er

-#5

Line pressure ’ Pump
(from oil pump) suction
To N-D
control
valve

1 To N-R
I control valve

Line pressure
(from oil pump)

valve

Adj
Line pressure 1 +
(from oil pump) Pump
suction

~

7

Line pressure
(from oil pump)

Selector Lever in ‘R”
When the manual valve is shifted to the “R” range position, the
No.4 post that was open is closed. The No. 9 port is opened
instead. This allows the tine pressure to be directed to the #4
land of the regualtor valve. As this pressure works on the area
equivalent to the difference between the diameter 04 of the
# 4 land and the diameter 05 of the # 5 land, the force pushing
the regulator valve toward the left is relatively weak as
compared with the force’the same level of pressure would
generate when applied to the other portion of the valve.
Therefore, a pressure higher than that of previously described
forward drive ranges is required to open the No.2 port. The
higher pressure thus created serves to move the elements in
the reverse range.
The operation of the regulator valve driven by the higher
pressure is the same as that of the aforementioned forward
drive ranges.

1750072

To toraue converter

1

-7

To N-D
control
valve
s

Selector Lever in ‘P”
When the manual valve is shifted to the “P” range position, the
manual valve exhaust port communicates with the line pressure port, and the line pressure is relieved. In this situation, no
pressure is directed to the No.4 and No.9 ports. This causes
the regulator valve to be held at its extreme right position by
the spring force, and the No.3 port to be closed. Therefore,
only fluid that passes through the orifice is directed to the
torque converter.
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TORQUE CONVERTER CONTROL VALVE
This valve maintains the torque converter pressure and
lubricant pressure at a constant level.
(1) The excess fluid after the pressure regulation by the
regulator valve is directed to the torque converter via the
torque converter control valve. The fluid is also directed to
chamber B at the right of the torque converter control valve
through the small hole in the valve. The pressure applied to
chamber B moves the valve to the left against the spring
force in order to control the torque converter pressure.
(2) If the chamber B pressure is weaker than the spring force,
the valve is kept forced to the right by the spring force and
the pressure from the regulator valve is directed straight to
the torque converter.

1750227
To torque
converter

Pump suction h& regulator
1750081
side

(3) If the pressure from .the regulator valve becomes higher,
the pressure inside chamber B also becomes higher. If the _ 1
chamber B pressure increases to a level that overcome:
the spring force, the torque converter control valve is
forced toward the left.
The leftward movement of the valve opens the No.2 port,
and through this port, the fluid returns to the suction side of
the pump. As a result, the line pressure drops. If the line
pressure drops, the chamber B pressure also drops,‘and
the valve is shifted back toward the right by the spring
force, thus closing the No.2 port.
Repetition of the above-mentioned cycle regulates the
torque converter pressure and maintains it at a constant
level.

/ii>-..
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DAMPER CLUTCH CONTROL VALVE AND DAMPER
CLUTCH CONTROL SOLENOID VALVE
Damper Clutch Control Valve
The damper clutch control valve is installed within the lower
valve body; it functions to regulate the hydraulic pressure
acting upon the damper clutch (incorporated within the
torqueconverter).
Damper Clutch Control Solenoid Valve
The damper clutch control solenoid valve is duty-controlled by
the signals from the transaxle control unit; this valve functions
to convert electric signals to hydraulic pressure.

Sxxrol
valve

Operation
(1) Because reducing pressure is applied to the 23rd line and
line 23a when the damper clutch is released, the sum of
the hydraulic pressure acting on the # 1 land plus the spring
force overcomes the hydraulic pressure applied to the #5
land and #6 land surface areas, thus causing the valve to
be moved toward the right.
When this happens, the hydraulic pressure from the
torqueconverter control valve enters from the 3rd line to
the 25th line, and hydraulic pressure is supplied between
the front cover of the torque-converter and the damper
clutch.
As a result, the damper clutch is not activated, and
operation is the same as that of an ordinary torqueconverter.
175022E

(2) When both throttle opening and vehicle speed reached the
damper clutch activation area, the damper clutch control
solenoid valve is duty-controlled by commands from the
transaxle control unit, thereby reducing the hydraulic
pressure applied to the # 1 land left side.
As a result, the sum of the hydraulic pressure acting on the
# 1 land plus the spring force is overcome by the hydraulic
pressure applied to the #5 land and #6 land surface areas,
thus causing the valve to be moved toward the left.
When this happens, the hydraulic pressure from the
torque-converter control valve passes through from the 3rd
line to the 26th line, and through the oil cooler, and, at the
same time, the line pressure of the 1 st line passes through
the 27th line and enters the torque-converter from the 24th
line, thus causing hydraulic pressure to be applied between
the damper clutch and the turbine, with the result that the
damper clutch is pressed against the front cover, thus
activating the damper clutch.

6

F r o m Tooil
From
Lme
pressure torque- pump 2;0%
converter
mntrd
valve
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REDUCING VALVE
Reducing valve
Adjusting
‘screw

Ex

Ex

Line press1
unit

J

N-R control valve

&Pressure +
control
sblenoid valve

.1750082

The reducing valve is installed at the lower valve body; it
functions to produce a constant pressure which is alwav2
lower than the line pressure. With this pressure as
hydraulic pressure source, the control pressure is produced LJY
the pressure control solenoid valve, thus activating t h e
pressure control valve.
l

(1 ) Line pressure is directed through the No. 1 port to the
space created between the # 1 and #2 lands of the
reducing valve and is then directed to the above-mentioned
pressure control solenoid valve from the No.23 port as the
reducing pressure.
(2:) The pressure directed to the space between the # 1 and
#2 lands of the reducing valve is applied to the area
equivalent to the difference in area between the lands, and
constantly forces the valve toward the right against the
spring force. The reducing pressure is regulated in this
manner by the operation of the reducing valve.

Line ’
To pressure control
pressure solenoid valve

(3) if the pressure between the lands becomes higher, the
reducing valve moves farther to the right against the spring
force and its # 1 land closes the No. 1 port to shut off the
line pressure while the # 2 lands opens the exhaust poti !g
relieve the fluid pressure. As a result, the reducing press1
is lowered.

Line
’
pressure

To pressure control
solenoid valve

175ocs4
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To front clutch

Ex

Manual valve
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To low/reverse brake

Ex

Pressure control
solenoid valve

t ‘The hydraulic control system incorporates a “fail
1
safe feature” which prevents the gear shift from
1
<going into reverse, should the driver inadvertently
shift the selector lever from a forward drive range to
i
rthe reverse range while driving. This function is
:
5activated when the vehicle is running at a speed of 7
km/h (4.3 mph) or higher.
;If the selector lever is shifted into the “R” position.
*the transaxle control unit activates the pressure
:control solenoid valve to release the reducing
! ,-pressure. Once the reducing pressure drops, the
.rr.-a.
/ -. jF
! ;;
1 ;I~

c

1750089

N-R control valve is moved toward the right by the
spring force. This closes the No.9 port and causes
the pressure in passage 16 to be released. When
the pressure in passage 16 is released. the check
ball is forced against the right-hand port opening,
thus shutting off the line pressure. As a result, the
low-reverse brake is released. Although the front
clutch is engaged in this situation, the transaxle
cannot transmit the reverse driving power unless
the low-reverse brake is applied. Therefore, when
the transaxle is placed under the abovementioned
condition, it is the same as when it is in neutral.

-
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SHIFT CONTROL VALVE AND SOLENOID VALVES

I

I

Transaxle
control unit

I

Shift control
solenoid valve “B *

4th pressure

2nd pressure
3rd pressure

Shift control
valve

The line pressure acting upon the shift-control valve
is controlled by the two shift control solenoid valves
(which are switched ON and OFF according to the
shifting gear by the transaxle control unit command), and the shift control valve is activated
according to the shifting gear, thus switching the oil
passage.
The relationship of the shifting gear and the switchON and switch-OFF shift control solenoid valve “A”
and “B” is shown in the table below.
Shift control solenoid valve

ON

ON

2nd gee

OFF

ON

3rd gear

OFF

OFF

4th. gear

ON

OFF

1st

gear

Line pressure
1750230

The shift control solenoid valve “A” controls the line,
pressure that acts on the plugs, while the solenoid
t
valve “B” controls the pressure that acts on th
end of he shift control valve # 1 land. As the # 1 rorld
diameter is larger than that of the #2 land, the
direction of movement of the shift control valve
caused by application’of pressure between these
lands is to the left.
If the pressure is also directed to the left end of the
# 1 tand through the No. 5b port, the pressure acting
on its right end is cancelled by this pressure and the
shift control valve is forced to the right by the
pressure applied to the #2 land.
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Shift contra
solenoid val

Shift control valve

To N-D
control valve
To rear
clutch

t
Line pressure

-

1750231

s.

When the manual valve is shifted to the “D”, “2” or
GL” range position, the transaxle control unit actiYates both shift control solenoid valves “A” and
3”. In this situation where both valves are actipted, the line pressure from the manual valve is
released, and as a,Tesult no pressure is directed to
the 5a and 5b ports.
.I

1
::

Meanwhile, the line pressure from the manual valve
remains applied between the lands of the shift
control valve as mentioned previously. pushing the
valve to the left against the plug.
The line pressure is directly applied through the
No.5 port of the manual valve to the rear clutch
which is engaged during 1st gear.
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2nd Gear

- 2nd pressure
‘:“,,tol, 2 shift

Plug ’
Stopper
To N-D
control valve
To rear
clutch

-.

Line pressure
175023:

/
1.

.)

The transaxle control unit deactivates the shift
control solenoid valve “A” and activates the shift
control solenoid valve “B”. When the shift control
solnoid valve “A” is deactivated, the line pressure
directed-through the No.5a ports is applied to the
plugs at-both ends of the shift control valve, pushing

the left plug to the right and the right plug to the lef’
until they are blocked by the stoppers.
The rightward movement of the left plug forces the
shift control valve also to the right. This opens the
No.6 port, allowing the line pressure to the directec
to the l-2 shift valve and the end clutch valve
This pressure is called “2nd pressure”.
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3rd Gear

control unit

Ex

Shift control
solenoid vail

II
5a
‘F$&‘- - 2nd pressure
wkh- 3rd pressure

Stopper

Plug
Shift control valve

To N-D
control valve
To rear
clutch

Line pressure
1750234

rol unit deactivates the shift
ves “A” and “B”.
hift control solenoid valve “A”
ure to be applied to the No.5a
forces both right and left plugs

Deactivation of the shift control solenoid valve “B”
allows pressure to be directed to the shift control
valve through the No.5b port. This forces the shift
control valve to the right until it comes in contact
with the right plug. When the shift control valve is in
this position, the No.7 port is opened and the line
pressure is directed through the port to the 2-3/43 shift valve and the end clutch valve.
This pressure is called “3rd pressure”.

__- _ - _
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4th Gear
4th pressure

I

control unit

2nd pressure

solenoid valve “8”

3rd pressure

Shift control valvi i
I!

Ex

To N-D
control valve
To rear
clutch

Lme pressure
1750233

The transaxle control unit activates the shift control
solenoid valve “A” and deactivates the shift control
solenoid valve “B”.
Activation of the shift control solenoid valve “A”
releases-the pressure at the No.5a ports, which in
turn releases the pressure acting on the plugs at the
right and left of the shift control valve.

Deactivation of the shift control solenoid valve “B”
results in rightward movement of both the shift
control valve and the right plug by line pressure
applied through the No.5b port until the valve is
blocked by the stopper. This rightward movemeni
of the shift control valve opens the No.8 port ant
the line pressure is directed to the rear clutcr
exhaust valve.
This pressure is called “4th pressure”.

/gi
9
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PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE, SOLENOID
-_ VALVE AND N-R CONTROL VALVE
: Pressure Control Valve
: This valve regulates the pressure supplied to each
clutch under the control of the pressure control
<,j..
A , solenoid valve to eliminate shock at the time of

Pressure Control Solenoid Valve
This valve has its duty controlled by the transaxle
control unit command. It changes an electric command to corresponding hydraulic pressure.
N-R Control Valve
This valve prevents shock from occurring when the
select lever is shifted from “N” to “R” (or from “P”
to “R”) by controlling the oil pressure applied to the
low-reverse brake.

.Stopping (Selector lever in “D” or “2”)

Reducing

valve

To kickdown
servo via 1 - 2
shift valve

‘r) obtain adequate creep force when stopping, the
is kept in 2nd gear by directing the
to the rear clutch and the kickdown brake.
purpose, the pressure acting on the
=nnm is adjusted by the following method
lower
_ _ __ttl--Tan that it would be when driving in
- level
.--v. ._
..d gear.
he nrennure control solenoid valve is duty control. .s, . ..J transaxle control unit so that the No.231
..a pressure will be lower than the No.23 fine
bressure (reducing pressure). As a result, the

Line pressure

pressure control valve moves to the left under the
line pressure which acts on the difference in area
between the pressure control valve # 1 and #2
lands and the reducing pressure which acts on the
difference in area between the #2 and #3 lands,
thus closing the No. 5 port by its #2 land. This
reduces the No. 10 port pressure and the pressure
control valve is moved to the right by the spring
force. Through the No.5 port thus opened, the line
pressure is directed to the kickdown servo. The
pressure applied to the kickdown servo is adjusted
by the above-mentioned sequence.
-
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1st Gear (Selector Lever in “D” or “2”)

Reducing
valve

1D
Ex

4
Line ’
pressure

To low/reverse
brake via 1 - 2
shift valve
Ex

Line pressure
t

1

Reducing
0 pressure

N-R control

,,

\

11

Ex

P r e s s u r e c o n t r o l 1 b--,

ON (Chty 100%)

17soo96

.: j

On command from the transaxle control unit, the
duty of the pressure control solenoid valve is set at
100 percent (solenoid is constantly energized). This
reduces the No.23b line pressure to the minimum
level. As 4 result, the pressure control valve is
forced to ihe left and the No. 5 port is closed, which

prevents pressure from being directed to . the
low-reverse brake via the l-2 shift valve.
In very low vehicle speeds, however, the duty is set
to zero percent for the maximum pressure, which is
most practical for the control purpose.
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‘ift (Selector Lever in “D” or “2”)

Reducing

3H
I

l-r

To kickdown servo
or from clutch via
1 - 2 shift valve
Line pressure

Ex

Line i
pressure

t
II

1
”

i

1

Reducing
pressure
N-R control, ,

II

& Pressure control
solenoid valve b-l

Duty control
+
OFF

1750097

To ensure a smooth gear change when upshifting
:from 1st to 2nd, 2nd to 3rd. etc., the transaxle
lcontrol unit controls the duty of the pressure control
z$olenoid valve in order to regulate the control
‘pressure established in the #23b line which gov‘ems the operationof the pressure control valve. The
Jlne pressure that flows from the No.5 port to the
No. 10 port is regulated in this way. i& all upshifts are controlied in a similar manner. the
icontrol for the upshift from 1st to 2nd gear will be
explained as an example.
The state of the hydraulic line in the 1st gear
condition is as mentioned on the previous page. If
the transaxle control unit gives order that an upshift
from the 1st to the 2nd gear be initiated and the
duty of the pressure control solenoid valve is
‘usted accordingly, the No.23b line Pressure is
-.dught higher than it is. in 1st gear. Then. the
pressure control valve moves to the right, opening
the No.5 port. Through the No.5 port thus opened.
the line pressure from the No. 10 port is directed to
the kickdown servo via the l-2 shift valve. When
the line pressure is applied between the # 1 and # 2
lands. of the rxessure control valve, the pressure

effectively acts on an area equivalent to the difference in area between these two lands, and pushes
the valve to the left; the No. 5 port is closed by the
#2 land.
When the No. 5 port is closed, the No. 10 port
pressure decreases and, as a result, the valve
moves to the right. opening the No.5 port. Through
the No.5 port thus opened, line pressure is introduced. By this sequence, the pressure directed to
the kickdown servo through the No. 10 port is
controlled. The No. 10 pressure is controlled by the
duty of the pressure control solenoid valve. That is.
if the duty is increased, the No.23b line pressure
which pushes the pressure control valve to the right
decreases and this causes a reduced No. 10 port
pressure.
When the 1st to 2nd upshift is completed. the
pressure control solenoid valve is deactivated. In
this state, the No.23b line pressure level is equivalent to that of the No.23 line and, therefore, the
pressure control valve is held pushed all the way to
the right. allowing the No.5 port line pressure to be
applied directly to the kickdown servo through the
No. 10 port and thus the kickdown brake is applied.

_.
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1st Gear (Selector Lever in “L”)

Reducing

n

Low-reverse brake
via 1 - 2 shift
Line pressure
valve
Line ’
pressure

I

1
Reducing
pressure

-

N-R control , ,
vaive
16
-..

-

1750090

The low-reverse brake has the capacity that the
vehicle can be reversed at any point. Therefore, the
low-reverse brake operating pressure for the “L”
range is set to a level lower than that for “I?” range.
This lower pressure is produced by reducing the line
pressure from the No. 5 port of the pressure control

valve by a certain level before being delivered fror
the No. 10 port to the low-reverse brake via the 1-l
shift valve.
The method of regulation of pressure from the No.:
port to the No. 10 port is the same as that for tht
“Upshift” explained on the previous page.
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‘elector Lever in “R”

Reducing
valve

Reducing

To low-reverse

OFF

1750099

en the manual valve is shifted to the “R” range
ition, the pressure control solenoid valve funcIons under duty control from the transaxle control
to reduce the reducing pressure in the No.23b
and to creaje another control. pressure in this
. The balance of forces established between the
ntrol pressure and the force of the N-R control
Ive spring determines the degree that the No.9
e port will be open. The line pressure from the
9 line is regulated by passinq through the port
ose opening has been adjusted and then is

directed to the low-reverse brake. Through this
pressure control, the shocks that would occur while
shifting to reverse are minimized.
Once the low-reverse brake is engaged, the pressure control solenoid valve is deenergized and normal
reducing pressure is reestablished in the No.23b
line. Because this reestablished reducing pressure
forces the N-R control valve toward the left, the line
pressure passing through the No.9 port is applied
directly to the low-reverse brake through the No. 16
port and engages the brake with a strong pressure
force.
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l-2 SHIFT VALVE

- Shift control
sorenotd valve “A’.

First Speed

TO low-reverse brake

(at “L” range)
4

l-2 shift valve

Shift control

ON

!.I
EX

EX

Shift coitrol
valve

I/
t
Line pressure

Second Speed

l?zza.. -

EX

1

From pressure
control valve
(at “L” range)
To kickdown servo
apply side
t

valve

2nd press.
!ia
”

1750235

IIII

I

From pressure
control valve
1750236

) ;

‘I

I. 4

,i

The valve is actuated by the line pressure that has
been regulated by the shift control valve to change
the line pressure flow when .shifting is performed
between 1st and 2nd gears.
It also controls the hydraulic pressure passage to
the low:-?everse brake when in the R (reverse) gear.
In 1st Gear
The 1-2 shift valve is pushed to the left and held
there by the spring force when no pressure is
directed to the valve.
In the “L” range, the line pressure from the
pressure control valve is directed to the low-reverse
brake by way of the No. 10 and No. 17 ports.

Upsh’ft from 1st to 2nd Gear
If the 2nd pressure from the shift control valve is
directed to the l-2 shift valve through the No.6
port, the pressure acts on the left end of the valve
causing it to move to the right, and the No. 11 pofl
communicating with the kickdown servo is opened
The line pressure coming from the pressure controi
valve through the No. 10 line is then directed to the
kickdown servo via the No. 11 line.
In 2nd. 3rd and 4th gears, the 1-2 shift valve is
always held pushed to the right.

-
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From kickdown
servo apply side
1

1-2 shift

Shift control
valve
1750237

Downshift from 2nd to 1st Gear
If the shift control valve is moved to the 1st gear position, the
2nd pressure is released and the l-2 shift valve is pushed to
the left by the spring force. This opens the exhaust port and the
pressrue that was acting on the kickdown servo is now
released through the No. 11 line.

1

‘1.

.‘; Line pressure
.F: from manual valve

To low-reverse
brake

In Reverse
When the manual valve is shifted to the reverse position, line
pressure is directed to the No. 16 port of the 1-2 shift valve by
way of the N-R control valve. The combination of a larger area
to which pressure is applied on the #2 land and a smaller area
on the # 1 land of the 1-2 shift valve causes the valve to move
to the right, thus opening the No. 17 line port.
Pressure is directed to the low-reverse brake through this
opened port.
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2-314-3 SHIFT VALVE

Front clutch

Rear clutch

Klckdown servo
release stde

Kickdown servo
apply side
_ To end
- ciutch
valve

Rear clutch
exhaust valve

l-2 shift
valve
?I

control valve

t
Line pressure

1750238

The 2-WI-3 shift valve operates in response to tine pressure
(3rd or 4th pressure) from the shift control valve, and controls
the pressure acting on the front and rear clutches, and also the
kickdown servo release pressure.

?
I

II
i Line pressure
To front clutch and
I 1 kickdown s e r v o 1 1
19
12 release side
fln

n

I

T3rd
pressure

I

t- Line pressure

1750105

Upshift from 2nd to 3rd Gear
When the 2-3/4-3 shift valve is free from hydraulic pressure.
the valve is held pushed to the left by the spring force. In this
situation. the No. 11 pan is closed, cutting off the line pressure
from the 1-2 shift valve. If the 3rd pressure is directed to the
2-3/4-3 shift valve through the No.7 line, the pressure forces
the valve to the right, clearing the No. 11 port. This allows the
fine pressure from the l-2 shift valve to be directed via the
2-3/4-3 shift valve to the front clutch, kickdown sem
(release side), end clutch valve and rear clutch exhaust valve.

ir y
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Rear clutch

3rd Gear
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Kickdown
servo
release side

1
Front clutch -

1750107

3rd

Rear clutch
q]b

4th Gear

1-2 shift

Ture,‘r

Kickdown
z&eside

Front clutch
7

1

4th pressure

Fromk-D
control valve

Upshift from 3rd to 4th Gear
.When the 4th pressure (line pressure) from the shift
control valve is directed to the rear clutch exhaust
valve through the No.8 line. the valve is pushed to
the right, closing the No.5c port. This cuts off the
pressure to the rear clutch and also releases the
pressure acting on the rear clutch through NO. 15
port, No.20a port and No. 20 port.
On the other hand, the rear clutch exhaust valve
which is pushed to the right opens the NO. 19 POn
and directs the 4th pressure (line pressure) to the
right end of the 2-3/4-3 shift valve. The 3rd
pressure (or the No.7 line pressure) is acting on the
left end of the 2-3/4-3 shift valve. As this Pressure
..is equal to the No. 19 line pressure and acts on the
Mme area, the spring at the right end of the valve
shes the valve toward the left. closing the No. 11
me pressure port. This btocks the pressure to the
front clutch and the release side chamber of
kickdown servo cylinder, and the pressure is released through the No. 12. and then the No.9~ Pofi.

1 ;l;hift
3rd 1
p r e s s u r e

1750108

Downshift from 4th to 3rd Gear
When the 4th pressure is released by the movement of the shift control valve, the rear clutch
exhaust valve moves to the left, creating a 3rd gear
state, and the pressure is directed to the rear clutch.
At the same time as this happens, the 4th pressure
in No. 19 line which has been acting on the 2-3/4-3
shift valve is released. This causes the 3rd pressure
established in the No.7 line to push the 2-3/4-3
shift valve to the right, and creates a 3rd gear state
where the line pressure from the l-2 shift valve is
directed to the front clutch and the release side
chamber of kickdown servo cylinder through the
No. 12 line.

.-.
‘r
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N-D CONTROL VALVE

To rear clutch via
rear clutch exhaust valve

N-D
control
valve
EX

Pressure
control
valve
p r e s s u r e

t

t

Reducing
pressure

Red”&
pressure

175oz39

The purpose of this valve is to prevent shock from
occurring when shifting the select lever from “N” to
“D”. The valve supplies the rear clutch with the oil
pressure regulated by the pressure control valve
only when the N-D shifting is being performed. After
the shifting is completed, the valve is switched over
to allow the line pressure to be supplied to the rear
clutch.

Selector Lever in ‘N”
When the manual valve is shifted to the “N” range
position, the line pressure from the oil pump is
directed to the N-D control valve through the No.4
line. As the #2 land has a slightly larger area to
which pressure is applied than that of the #3 land of
the N-D control valve, the movement of the valve
caused by the line pressure is toward the left, which
closes the No.5 port.
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70 rear clutch via
rear clutch exhaust
valve
From manual valve

Orifice

Line pressure From pressure
from manual
control valve
valve

175024

valve
From manual

valve

From pressure
valve

control

175024
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S h i f t f r o m “N” to “D” .
When the manual valve is shifted from the “N” to the “D”
range position, the following sequence of events occur.
(1) The line pressure from the manual valve is distributed
through the No. 5 line to the NO. 5, NO. 5d and No. 5e lines of
the N-D control VdVe.
(2) The No.5 port is closed at this stage by the N-D control
valve.
(3) There is a chamber with a check ball on the No. 5d line. As
the check ball is held pressed against the downstream
opening of the chamber by the line pressure, the line
pressure passes through the No.Se line, which has an
orifice provided.
(4 The line pressure, after being attenuated by the orifice, is
directed to the No.5c line.
(5) Meanwhile, the pressure from the pressure control valve
which has been regulated by the pressure control solenoid
valve is supplied through the No. 10 line.
(6) There is an orifice in the No. 10 line and the pressure which
is attenuated by passing through this orifice flows into the
No. 5c line.
(7) The No. 5c line pressure is directed to the rear clutch via the
rear clutch exhaust valve.
(8) If the rear clutch completes engagement, the duty setting
of the pressure control solenoid valve becomes zero
percent, increasing the pressure to the line pressure level.
(9) The line pressure thus established in the No.5c line works
on the N-D control valve to move it towards the right. This
rightward movement is’ caused by the difference in area to
which pressure is applied between the two lands.
(lO)The above movement of the N-D control valve opens the
No.5 port, and through the port, the line pressure established in the No. 5 line flows into the No. 5c line and then is
directed to the rear clutch via the rear clutch exhaust valve.
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If the accelerator pedal is depressed ‘immediately
after shifting the select lever from “N” to “D”, the
rear clutch engages directly and the vehicle moves
in 1st gear. Due to the arrangement of the hydraulic
circuit, in thjs case, the hydraulic pressure is actually
directed to both the rear clutch and the low-reverse
brake, thus dividing the quantity of the distributed
fluid. This in turn can cause a delay in clutch

engagement when the fluid temperature is high. To
prevent this, a special valve is provided in the
low-reverse brake circuit. This valve has an orifice
which restricts flow of fluid when the pressure is
directed to the low-reverse brake but has no flow
restriction effect when the low-reverse brake pressure is released, thus preventing sluggish release of
the brake.
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3 CLUTCH VALVE
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End clutch valve controls the timing for supplying hydraulic
pressure to the end clutch.
In 2nd Gear
(1) When hydraulic pressure is not being directed to the end
clutch valve, it is held pushed to the left by the spring force
(see above figure).
(2) If the 2nd pressure from the shift control valve is directed
to the end clutch valve via the No.6 line, the end clutch
valve is forced toward the right.

,nd Gear

Lrom manual
valve

2nd
pressure

I

To end
,&tch
.

pressure

17501i
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\

Upshift from 2nd to 3rd Gear
(1) When the shift control valve comes into 3rd gear position
and the 3rd pressure is established, the pressure is
directed to the No.7 port of the end clutch valve through
the No.7 line. In this instance, the 3rd pressure is blocked
ahead by the end clutch valve and the check ball.
(2) If a shift to the 3rd gear is initiated, the pressrue begins to
be directed from the 2-3/4-3 shift valve to the front clutch
and the release side chamber of kickdown servo cylinder.
The same pressure also is directed to the chamber at the
right end of the end clutch valve through the No. 12 line.
During the shift to the 3rd gear, the pressure in the No. 12
line is regulated by the pressure control valve to a level
lower than the line pressure so that the No. 12 line pressure
is not high enough to force the end clutch valve toward the
left.

valve
A

2nd
3rd
pressure pressure

175011:

(3) Once the front clutch has been engaged and the kickdown
brake released, the No. 12 line pressure is raised to a level .
equivalent to the line pressure.
This means that the pressures at both ends of the end j
clutch valve (or No. 6 line pressure and No. 12 line pressure) [
are at the same level. However, as the area of the #3 land
to which pressure is applied is larger than that of the # 1
land of the end clutch valve, the valve is pushed to left, thus
opening the No. 18 port. This allows the 3rd pressure (line
pressure) already established in the No. 7 line to be directed
to the end clutch through the..No.7 port. The end clutch is
now engaged.

To shift
control
valve

#3 land

2nd
3rd
pressure pressure

175011~

Ll
Downshift from 3rd to 2nd Gear
(1) Both front clutch pressure and kickdown servo release
pressure are released, and therefore, the pressure in the
end clutch valve right end chamber is also released. -(2) This results in a rightward movement of the end clutcl
valve by the 2nd pressure working on its left end, closing
the No.7 port and releasing the end clutch pressure
through the No.8 port. Now the end clutch is released,
I

is-7
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In 4th Gear
4th
pressure

To end To 2-314-3
clutch shift valve

(1) In 4th gear, the front clutch pressure and the kickdown
release pressure are ‘both released, and therefore, the
pressure at the No. 12 port is also released.

(2) Once the pressure starts being released through the No. 12
port, the pressure acting on the right end of the plug
(pressure admitted through the No. 18 port) pushes the end
clutch valve to the left and holds it in the same position as
that it has in 3rd gear.
This holds the end clutch engaged.
(3) The No.8 circuit provides a fail-safe feature which, in the
event of impossibility of line pressure transaxle to the
No. 18 line from the No.7 line due to improper movement
of the end clutch valve by some reasons, allows the line
pressure to have an alternate passage (through the No.8
line) to the No. 18 line during 4th gear.

1
2nd
pressure

it
3rd
pressure

1
I

--

I1
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REAR CLUTCH EXHAUST VALVE
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The valve is actuated by the line pressure controlled
by the shift control valve to release the oil pressure
of the rear clutch when shifting iS performed from
3rd to 4th gear. The valve also controls the timing of

the oil pressure to be supplied to the rear clutch
when shifting is performed from 4th to 3rd gear.
preventing shocks from occurring.
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Upshift from 3rd to 4th Gear
(1) When the 4th pressure from the shift control valve is
directed to the rear clutch exhaust valve through the No.8
line, it pushes the elements “A” and “B” of the rear clutch
exhaust valve to the right.
(2) The element “B” of the rear clutch exhaust valve that has
been moved towards the right closes the No.5~ line port.
This prevents the line pressure coming from the N-D
control valve from being directed to the rear clutch.
(3) The line pressure supplied to the rear clutch is discharged
from the No. 15 line through the No.20 and No.20a lines.
This releases the rear clutch.

From N-D
control valve

175011‘

>rn 2-314-3
jnift valve

TCPUE’
Check t

Downshift from 4th to 3rd Gear
(1) If the 4th pressure from the shift control valve is discharged, the element “A” of the rear clutch exhaust valve
is pushed to the left under the line pressure established in
the No.5~ line. This line pressure is directed to the rear
clutch via the No.20 line, No. 20a line, and then No. 15 line.
In one of the passages connecting the No.20 line with the
No. 20a line, there is a check ball and in the other there is an
orifice. When one passage is closed by the check ball, the
fluid flows through the other passage with an orifice, which
slows down the fluid flow speed, permitting gradual
transaxle of pressure to the No.20a line to create conditions ready for the rear clutch to operate.

I

To shift
control To manual
valve valve
(4th
pressure)

From N-D
mntml
\r”.,,l”l
valve

--

1
1 11

”
E,

II

(2) When the 2-3/4-3 shift valve operates and the hydraulic
pressure acts on the front clutch and the release side
chamber of kickdown servo cylinder, the pressure is
directed through the No. 12 line to the right end of the
element “8” of the clutch exhaust valve.
Combined with the spring force, this pressure pushes the
element “B” of the valve to the left. This allows the high
line pressure in the No.5~ line to be directly transmitted to
the rear clutch through the No. 15 line.
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SOLENOID VALVE
There are four solenoid valves installed on the valve bob,,
they are activated, as explained previously, by commands from
the transaxle control unit.
Terminal 1

Pressure control solenoid valve

2

Damper clutch control solenoid valve

3

Shift control solenoid valve “A”

I~--4 I Shift control solenoid valve “6”

Ground

1

Ground
%
w-------l

kI!i L

r
I

I

Pressure control
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I
i

Shift
control
solenoid
valve-A

;

I
i

Shift
control
solenoid
valve-B

Damper
clutch
control
solenoid
valve

Connector
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